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What it is and what it does 

● The PTERODACTYL board is a flight computer that has a 
ready-to-fly sensor suite with logging and data transmission 
that allows anyone to become an atmospheric researcher.

● The device takes up a small volume so it can be flown 
parasitically with other payloads. This allows for 
supplementary data and additional tracking (gps tags - not 
necessarily telemetry) to any payload.

● PTERODACTYL only has a mass of 100 grams - add another 
40 grams for one 9-volt battery.



PTERODACTYL V2
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PTERODACTYL v2 Hardware 

● The PTERODACTYL  flight computer is built on a 
custom printed circuit board (pcb) around a Teensy 3.5 
with a built-in SD card slot.

● Sensors include: two thermistors, an MS5611 altimeter 
(pressure and temperature), a 9 degree-of-freedom IMU 
(gyroscope, magnetometer, and accelerometer), and a 
ublox M8N GPS.

● It also has series 3 XBee for radio telemetry

● The board has a mounted miniature OLED screen for 
displaying flight data, confirming component 
initialization, and alerting users of boot-up issues and 
other errors.



PTERODACTYL v2 Hardware
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PTERODACTYL v2 Software
● The flight software is written in Arduino using the Arduino IDE to run on the 

Teensy 3.5 microcontroller. Most sensors utilize open-source libraries to 
interface with the microcontroller, providing intuitive functions for users.

● Currently, sensor data is transmitted and logged as an ASCII text string in the 
units shown.

Transmitted Data Units
Date month/day/year
Time hour:minute:second
Latitude decimal degrees
Longitude decimal degrees
GPS Altitude Feet ASL
Altitude From Pressure Feet ASL
Internal Temperature Degrees Fahrenheit
External Temperature Degrees Fahrenheit
Altimeter Temperature Degrees Fahrenheit
Altimeter Pressure PSI
Time since bootup seconds
Recent xbee message N/A

Logged Data Units

Date month/day/year

Time hour:minute:second

Flight Timer hour:minute:second

Latitude decimal degrees

Longitude decimal degrees

GPS Altitude Feet ASL

Altitude From Pressure Feet ASL

Internal Temperature Degrees Fahrenheit

External Temperature Degrees Fahrenheit

Altimeter Temperature Degrees Fahrenheit

Altimeter Pressure PSI

Time since bootup seconds

Magnetometer X Gauss

Magnetometer Y Gauss

Magnetometer Z Gauss

Accelerometer X g's

Accelerometer Y g's

Accelerometer Z g's

Gyroscope X degrees /second

Gyroscope Y degrees/second

Gyroscope Z degrees/second

Recent xbee message N/A



Data



Additional Applications

● Around the PTERODACTYL are terminal ports that 
allow for additional sensors to be added

● We’ve added multiple QUIIC sensors for different 
experiments throughout the years including an ambient 
light sensor, environmental sensor, and humidity 
sensor.

● We’ve also added  a second Xbee to use the 
PTERODACTYL as a relay on our SatCom Project



PTERODACTYL v3.4
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PTERODACTYL V3 Hardware
● Upgraded to Teensy 4.1
● Same 10cmx10cm design
● Using all the same sensors as the PTERODACTYL v2
● 9v Battery dropped to 5v, 3.7v Lipo boosted to 5v with a 

PowerBoost 1000mAh, and 5v Micro-USB powerable device
● 5v Outputs for external 5v devices
● Power inputs/outputs located at the top
● Breakout for data pins and 3.3v/GND located at the bottom

○ Added RFM radio slot
○ Two servo connections

● User information outputs on the right side



PTERODACTYL V3 Software
● The flight software is written in Arduino using the 

Teensyduino IDE to run on the Teensy 4.1 
microcontroller. 

● Coded classes for certain devices to slim down the main 
code and focus on the methods executed by the Teensy

● Hid the classes in Libraries & created examples in order 
to make it easy to learn about all of the devices on the 
PTERODACTYL

● Setup() procedure example
○ GPS offline example

● Relay/Data Logging example



Data Set

Recent XBee Message



Power Plane v3
● PTERODACTYL Shield that allows it to hold one 10000mAh Lipo 

Battery or two 9v batteries. 
● 4 Relays to power the battery heater and other accessories such as a 

siren to help with recovery. 
● Servo/LED output.
● 5v USB-A output for other microcontrollers, cameras or other devices.



Thank You!
Questions?



Parts List


